
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a senior advisor. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for senior advisor

Provide conclusions on project by collecting, verifying, and analyzing
property information, competitive properties, housing activity trends on
starts, closings, sales, lot deliveries, sales rates, demand factors, and social,
economic, environmental, and governmental characteristics, interviewing
those involved to turn qualitative information into quantitative
Design and oversee a Gender Analysis, and ensure recommendations are
integrated into relevant health programming
Provide strategic, technical guidance and direction in gender for integrated
health programming and monitoring
Provide support to project staff and Ministries of Health and other
government ministries on gender integration in health programming
Provide on-site technical assistance and capacity strengthening in gender
programming
Ensure technical quality of activity monitoring, reporting and presentation of
related activities under the project
Schedule, coordinate and manage the daily activities of other Associates
working on your panel(s)
Monitor the performance of the support for the panel(s) you have in charge
to ensure that you (and the Associates) perform in line with the team
performance indicators, such as number of tickets processed, turnaround
time, panelist satisfaction
Coach, train, support, monitor the Associates working with you
Receive, investigate as needed and resolve complaints and questions from
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Qualifications for senior advisor

University Degree in Finance, Accounting, or Business Administration is
required
Strong communication and presentation skills and comfort with presenting
costing results to various business partners and stakeholders
Superior analytical, problem solving and modeling skills which include the
ability to collect, manipulate and synthesize large quantities of operational
data with operational processes and operational expenses
Ability to collaborate with business partners in understanding,
communicating and linking disparate operational processes and identifying
necessary processes and activities to be incorporated in models to reflect
end-to-end costing
A CEBs designation is preferred
IaaS Service Providers (SoftLayer, AWS, Google, Azure)


